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Executive Summary
Sorting out the things that drive your energy bills can be a challenge. So, let’s start  
with the basics. Commercial / Industrial electric bills break down into two parts:  
Consumption (measured in kWh) and Demand (measured in kW). Consumption is  
the monthly measure of the total amount of electricity you use to keep the lights on  
and your employees and customers happy. The drivers behind demand charges —
which can account for over 40% of your bill, are more complex. Demand charges  
reflect the “peak” kilowatts of power used during a single measured 15 minute  
“interval”. While often weather driven (HVAC is, after all, a major contributor to  
energy costs), peak demand is a random event.

Demand Charges: The “Skinny”
The “plug load” at your building is comprised of all the things that are 

turned on and stay on each and every day — like lighting, cash registers,  
and computers. The “cycling load” is comprised of appliances and  

systems that are typically driven by automated controls, like building 
management systems for HVAC and thermostats forrefrigeration. These 
systems employ sensors to evaluate the status of the “zones” they serve
—keeping temperatures in a target range for example.The refrigeration
in  a store has no idea what the air conditioner in the office is doing, and  
that AC operates independently of every other AC. Atany given time, the 

majority of these cycling appliances maybe operating simultaneously.  
When this occurs, your peak demand for power for the entire month is 
“set”, and you are billed accordingly.  This does not have tohappen…
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How Demand Charges Affect Your Business

This graph (showing actual data from a quick  
serve restaurant over a 10 month period) helps  
visualize the differences between peakdemand  
and consumption.

For example: A100 watt light bulb running for 10  
hours would = 1 kWh. Add that to every other  
load —coolers, HVAC and plug-load —multiply by  
the number of hours, and you get your net kWh  
for the month. Consumption charges average  
around $0.05 per kWh nationally. So, if you use  
100,000 kWh/month, the kWh portion of the bill  
would be $5,000.00/month or $60,000.00/year.

Now let’s look at demand. The electric utility is measuring your average power usage every 15 minutes, or 2880 times a month.  
If you were to stack-up all the peaks, and then array them from highest to lowest, you would get a graph for every month like the  
one shown here. As you can see, the plug-load (green) is generally “flat” from month to month. The cycling load (HVAC in this  
case) drives the demandpeaks.

Demand charges average about $12.50 per kW across the US (ranging from as little as $3.00/kW to $45.00/kW). A big box
retail store often needs 300 kW or more to operate and serve its customers. That means that the peak demand charge for
your “average” store could be $3,750.00/month, or $45,000/year.

Your total bill would be Consumption @ $60,000 + Demand @ $45,000, or $105,000/year.
…And that is a conservative estimate…
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4% of total energy use = 40% of charged demand
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So why do utilities bill for both demand and consumption? Let’s look at it from their perspective. As part of their commercial  
charter, electric utilities are required to reliably acquire, distribute & deliver power —essentially 100% of the time. They either  
operate their own plants or contract for the delivery of power from generating sources (i.e. gas/coal/nuclear power plants).  
The amount of power needed to serve their customer base varies by the millisecond, and utilities generally do a very good job  
of predicting how much power they are likely required to deliver on a given day. It’s the marginal impact of high utilization, the  
uncontrolled simultaneous draw-down of power by customers across an operating region, that drives peak demand. Like any  
commodity, when supply is constrained, the cost rises. To meet these spikes in demand, utilities purchase power on the spot  
market at a much higher cost, mitigating potential service disruptions (brownouts and blackouts).

Your contribution to the overall demand “problem” is what you are paying for when you get your bill.

The Reasons You Are Charged for Peak Demand
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DemandQ’s service adds a layer of intelligence to the method by which cycling appliances access the grid. When a device 
“requests” power, DemandQ reviews the current status of all other connected appliances at a locale, evaluates conditions, 
and calculates an optimal operational strategy for each device — intelligently queuing its access to power. By shifting only a
small percentage of the “work” done by each of these appliances by as little as a few seconds, peak demand events can be 
virtually eliminated.

It’s that simple. DemandQ’s solution integrates with most Building Automation Systems, or can be implemented in  
conjunction with the growing universe of Internet of Things (IoT) devices.

How DemandQ Solves The Problem of Coincident Peak Demand
Just like your cell phone or computer, when an appliance like an air conditioner turns on, it accesses the network it is attached  
to — in this case it’s the electric grid. Here is the difference: Cell phone networks and the internet have scaled to billions of  
simultaneous users through the implementation of network topology — basically a method where users share a common wire.  
Technically, this is called multiplexing. Because packets of digital data are segmented and queued in this shared “pipe”, the  
available bandwidth (how much information can flow) is always maximized. You see this whenever you click on a weblink —
a  momentary delay while your request is processed and access to the network is enabled. Electric utilities and their customers  
haven’t had the chance to take advantage of the increased reliability and efficiency these technologies afford — until now.
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A 10% Decrease In Your Overall Cost of Energy

To find out more, visit our website and read about
DemandQ’s demand managementservices.

The result?
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Demand Management Service in Action
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http://www.demandq.com/

